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Linear Representations of the Galois Group 
over Local Fields 

Hiroaki Hijikata 

Let F be a p-field, i.e. a complete discrete valuation field with a finite 
residue field of characteristic p, paig be an algebraic closure of F, ps•P be the 
separable closure of Fin Fa1g. Let G=Gal(P 1glF)=Gal(F""PjF). It is a 
profinite group with the Krull topology. For a profinite group H, let 
R(H) (resp. H) denote the set of the equivalence classes of the finite di
mensional continuous (resp. irreducible) representations a over the complex 
number field. We are concerned with the classification or the parametri
zation of the set G. 

0.1. In [ 4], we gave a parametrization of a certain family of irreducible 
supercuspidal representations of GLn(F) induced from a certain class of 
representations (=tres cuspidal representations of Carayol [l]) in terms of 
multiplicatively generic elements in ps•P ( cf. § 5). In view of local Langlands 
conjecture (cf. [8]), it is desirable to have a similar parametrization for G. 

0.2. There are many interesting results on Galois representations, 
only a few of which I had occasions to study carefully. Primitive repre
sentations are studied by Weil [11], and finally classified by Koch [5]. Tame 
representations (i.e. (deg a, p)= 1) are classified by Howe, Koch-Zink [7] or 
Moy [9]. Representations of degree pare classified by Koch [6]. However, 
the method employed there does not seem to match the way I imagine. In 
my talk at the meeting, I reported partial results on the parametrization, 
and more generally on the study of Galois representations based on the 
natural filtration of G by the absolute (upper) ramification groups G". 
But, later I noticed that, in the latter respect, a substantial work had been 
done by Deligne-Henniart [2]. Therefore in this note, confining ourselves 
to the former respect, we give a criterion of irreducibility of induced repre
sentations in Section 2, some reduction by r-invariant in Section 3, the 
description of the dual group of G"/G•+ in Section 4, and its relation to 
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the multiplicatively generic elements in Section 5. 

0.3. For any finite subextension L of paig, let 

denote the normalized valuation and for v E R, 

AL(v) (resp. AL(v+ ))={x E LJvL(x)>v (resp. >v)}, 

UiO)=AiO)X, UL(v)= I +AL(v) for v>O, 

Uiv+)=l+Aiv+) for v~O, 

eLIF (resp.fL 1F), be the index of ramification (resp. residual degree). If 
LJF is separable, let oLIF be the exponent of the different i.e. oL1F=vL(DL 1F) 
and cL1F=oL 1F-(eL 1F- l). 

Let v=vii· also denote its unique extension to paig, and set 

A(v) (resp. A(v+ ))={x E F" 1gJv(x)>v (resp. >v)}, 

Il(v)=A(v)-A(v+ ), 

U(v+ )= 1 +A(v+) for v>O. 

0.4. For the fundamental of the theory of local fields, we refer to 
Serre [10]. 

1. 

For a real number v~ -1, let G" be the upper ramification group of 
G ([10] IV § 3 Remark l]). 

For convenience we put 

( 1 ) 

and for any v E R, 

(2) 

G"=G for v;;;;-1 

G"+ =the closure of U G"+<. 
•>O 

Thus, c- 1 + = G0 is the ramification group, G0 + is the wild ramification 
group. 

1.1. Since G" is normal in G, G acts on G" by g1:=1: o I(g- 1): XH-

1:(g-1xg), x e G". Let Nor 0 (1:) denote the normalizer of 1: by this action: 

(3) 

If a E G, the restriction Res (a, GtG") is a sum EBt 1:i of G-conjugate 
irreducible representations 1:i of G". The map <JH-Conjugate class of 1: (1:= 1:1) 
induces the surjection 0=0'J,,, 
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(4) 

1.2. If u e R(G) is not a trivial representation, i.e. u(G)=#= 1, there 
exists a unique real number v> -1 such that u(Gv)=#= 1, u(Gv+)= 1. Hence 
we can define an invariant a(u)=ap(u) of u by 

( 5) a(u)=sup {vlu(G")=#= l}=inf {vlu(Gv+)= 1 }. 

We put a(u)= - oo if u(G)= 1. If u(G0)=#= 1, this invariant a(u) 
coincides with the a(u) defined in [2] (for the Weil group). 

Similarly one can define three more invariants. 

( 6) c(u): =sup {vlu(Gv)q:Center of u(G)}, 

( 7) ab(u): =sup {vlu(Gv) is not abelian}, 

(c(u)= ab(u)= - oo if u(G) itself is abelian.) 

( 8) r(u): =sup{vJu(G") is irreducible}, 

{
-00 

r(u)= 
00 

if u is reducible, 
if degu= 1. 

When v<O, the third invariant ab (u) is introduced in [7] in terms of 
lower ramification groups. Indeed they classified the irreducible represen
tations with ab (u)<O. 

1.3. Let a(u)=aF(u) (resp. sw (u)=swF(u)) denote the Artin (resp. 
Swan) conductor of u. 
(i) If O' E G, 

(9) a(u)=a(u)/degu-1 ([10] VI §2 Proposition 5) 

(10) 

(11) 

=sw(u)/degu if a(u)>O. 

sw (u)= {~(u)-degu if a(u)>O, 

if a(u)=-1. 

(ii) If u= EBut is a finite sum of O't e G, 
(12) a(u)=Mina(ut), 

i 

(13) a(u)+I <a(u)/degu. 

In (13), the equality occurs if and only if u is a-homogeneous i.e. a(u,) 
=a(uJ) for any i.j, 

1.4. For any finite subextension L of p••P, fixed by the closed sub
group GL of G, there is associated ([10] IV § 3 Remark 2) a function 
V'LIF: R-R, characterized by the properties: 

(14) V'LIF is continuous and tL 1i0)=0, 

(15) n-tL 1F(x)=eL 1F[Gx+GL: GLJ-1, 
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(16) 

where D+ (resp. D-) denotes the right (resp. left) derivative. It is originally 
defined for x> -1, we have extended it to R by our convention (1). 

The function "Y'LIF is piecewise linear, strictly increasing, hence has an 
inverse 

(17) SlJLIF; =,JriJF• 

A point of discontinuity of "Y'iJF (resp. SoiiF) is called a jump of "Y'LIF 
(resp. SoLIF). Let a(LIF) denote the last jump of "Y'LIF (and a(LIF)= - oo 
if L=F), thus we have 

(18) a(LIF)=inf {vlGL::)G"+}. 

This a(LIF) is again essentially equal to that of [2]. Following their 
notation, set 

(19) 

1.5. 

(i) (20) 

(21) 

We write down the properties of "Y'LIF which we shall use. 

"f'LIF(x)=,Jr'i 1F(x) iff x>a(LIF). 

NL 1iUiv))c UF(SoLiF(v)) v>0. 

([10] V § 6 Proposition 8) 

(22) TL1F(Aiv))=AF(So'i 1F(v)) v e R. 

(23) GL n G·=G'f with W=ifrL1F(v). 

(21+), (22+), (23+) One can replace v, w by v+, w+. 

(ii) Let M be an intermediate extension of LI F. Then 

(24) 

(25) 

Assume v>0, a(LIF), a(MIF)<v, and put w=,JrL 1F(v)=,Jr'i 1F(v), 
u=,JrM 1F(v)=,Jr'; 1F(v). The map x---+1 +x, x e Aiw) (or AM(u)) induces 
the following commutative diagram: 

TLIM 
(26) Aiw)/Aiw+ )---------),AM(u)/AM(u+) 

ll+x ll+x 
NLIM 

Uiw)/Uiw+ )___:,-U M(u)/U M(u+ ). 

A proof of the above is given in [2] 3.8 as a corollary to the evaluation 
of the error term NL1F(E(x))- E(TL 1F(x)) of the cut exponential map E(x) 
= I;f:-l x'/i !. The commutativity of (26) itself can be also derived from 
([10] V §3 Lemma 5) without recourse to E(x). 
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2. 

Let L be a finite subextension of F••P, e=eL 1F,f =fL 1F, o=oLIF and 
c=cLIF· Let p E R(GL), a=Ind(p, GLtG) and 

(0) w=aip), 

2.1. If pis a-homogeneous i.e. aip)=aL(p)/deg p- l, then 

( 1 ) aF(a) =_!._ aL(p) +o 
dega e degp 

([10] VI § 2, Corollary to Proposition 4) 

i.e. ( I') aF(a) 1 oo ( ( )) --- =<fJLIF aL p = U. 
deg a 

2.2. If a is irreducible, then ( of course p is irreducible and) 

(2) a(LIF)<cF(a)~aF(a)=v 

2.3. If a(L IF)::;;: v, then 

(3) aAa)=v 

Hence by (1'), a is a-homogeneous. 

2.4. If a(LIF)::;;:u, p e G and moreover 

( 4) (aAa), deg a)= 1, 

then a is irreducible. 
The condition ( 4) is equivalent to ( 4') & ( 4"). 

(4') f=l, 

( 4") (aL(p)+odegp, edegp)=l. 

Further if aip)~O, (4") is equivalent to (4*). 

(4*) (swL(p)+cdegp, edegp)=l. 

2.5. Proposition . .lfdegp=l, aip)=swip)=w>O, 

( 5) a(LIF)'.'S_!._(w+c) and (e, w+c)= I, 
e 

then a=Ind(p, GdG) is irreducible, aF(a)=swF(a)/dega=e- 1 (w+c)= 
cpL1Aw) and 

( 6) abF (a)=a(LIF). 

2.6. Proof of 2. I - 2.5. 
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1. The quoted proof of [10] is given for deg p= 1; it is valid without 
any change. 

2. If c=cp(o)<a(LJF), then GL ::p G0 +. Since o-(G0 +)cCenter of 
q(G), p lifts to Gc+GL, hence Ind (p, GL tGc+GL) and consequently q can 
not be irreducible. 

3. Ingeneral a(q)<a(q)/degq-l (1.2(13)), hence a(q)<v by (1'). 
If a(LJF)<v i.e. GLcG•+, then ~+=GLnG•+=G•+. Since p E 

R(GL/G'f,+), q e R(G/G•+), i.e. q(G•+)= 1 and a(q):2::v. 
4. Let q=ffiqt with qt e G. a(LJF)<v implies by 2.3 that q is a

homogeneous, i.e. a(a)/degq=a(qt)!deg qt for any i. Now (4) implies 
degqJdegq-i i.e. q=qt· 

By (1), a(q)=f(aip)+odegp), and degq=efdeg p, hence (4)~(4') 
& (4"). 

5. It remains to see (6). Let v=a(LIF)- If q(G•) is abelian, then p 
lifts to G"GL-;;J. GL, and q cannot be irreducible. Hence q(G") is not abelian. 
Let Kbe the Galois closure of LJF. Res (q, GiGx) is the sum of the con
jugates of Res (p, GLiGx), hence q(Gx) is abelian. Since GL-:::JG•+ and 
G•+ is normal in G, Gx-:::JG"+ and d(Gv+) is abelian. 

3. 

Let q e G, and r(q)=r, i.e. q(G') is irreducible and q(G'+) is reducible. 
We call q to be r-isotypic iff Res (q, G iG'+) is isotypic i.e. Nora (O(q))= G 
by the map 0=0"i/ of 1.1. 

3.1. Proposition. q is not r-isotypic if and only if there exists (L, p) 
satisfying the folloiwng (0) -(3). 

( 0) p e GL, q=Jnd (p, GdG). 

( 1) "P'LIF has only one jump r, 

consequently, "P'LIF(r)=r and GL n G'+ =GI+, 

( 2 ) One of the following two holds: 

(2.1) rL(p)=r and pis r-isotypic, 

(2.2) rip)>r. 

( 3) Nora (OI+(p))= GL by 0 of 1.1. 

3.2. Proposition. If (L, p), (L', p') satisfy (0)-(3) of the above, 
Ind (p, G Lt G) is equivalent to Ind (p', G L' t G) if and only if (L, p) is conjugate 
to (L', p') by some g e G, i.e. gL= L' and p' =po J(g- 1). 

3.3. Proposition. Let r= -1 or 0. 
( i) There is no r-isotypic q with r(q)=r. Hence any q with r(q)=r 
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is induced from p of 3.1 with rip)>r. 
(ii) In the statement of (3.1) the condition (3) can be replaced by the 

apparently weaker 

( 3') 

(iii) If r= -1, O'f(p)=p and aL is normal in a. Hence (3') is simply 
the condition of Ind (p, aL tG) to be irreducible. 

(iv) Thus, the reduction with respect to r(u) is fairly complete for 
r=O, -1, really complete for r= -1. 

It is also easy to observe that r(u)= -1 if and only if u is induced 
from some unramified aL. 

3.4. Proof of 3.1, 3.2 is straightforward. We take L as aL= 
Noro(fJp+(u)). 3.3 follows from the fact that a'/a'+ is procyclic for r=O, 
-1. 

4. 

Let v>O, and Q be the fixed field of av. Let na• be the closure of 
the commutator subgroup of av, hence the fixed field of Dav is the maxi
mum abelian extension Qab of Q. 

If LcQ, then "YLIF(v)=,f/i 1F(v). Hence by (19)-(22) of Section 1, 
the family of groups {Ai+L 1F(v))\LcQ}(resp. {Ui+L 1F(v))\LcQ}) together 
with the trace (resp. norm) map, is an inverse system of profinite groups. 

4.1. Let wL: Lx-Gal (Ph\L) be the reciprocity homomorphism. 
The map 

(0) 

induces the following a-module isomorphisms. 

( 1) a•/Da":::'.lim Ui+LiF(v)), 

(2) a•/av+:::'.lim Ui+L 1F(v))/Ui+L1F(v)+), 

( 3) ::'.Um AL("YLIF(v))/Ai+L 1F(v)+ ), 

( 4) a•Jav+ :::'. fun Ai+L 1F(v))f AL("YLJF(v)+ ), 

where in the right, L runs over all finite subextensions of Q. In the proof 
of (3), we have used the commutativity of (26) Section 1. 

4.2. Fix one additive character .. : F-cx, such that .. (AF(O))=;t= 1, 
.. (AF(O+ ))= 1, then identify L with its dual group l by 

( 5) x~x: y~ .. (TLIF(xy)). 

Then the annihilator Ai+LiF(v))J. is given by 
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(6) 

Hence (4) turns into 

(7) G"/G"+~A(-v)nQ/A((-v)+)nQ 

4.3. Theorem. The map {) = rn, of 1.1 induces the map {J: 

[j 
{a E Gla(a)=v}~G\ll(-v) nQX/U(O+) nDx 

1 
G\(P 1g)X/U(O+ )+-=G\ll(-v)/U(O+ ). 

Thus we have associated for any a e G with a(a)~O, an invariant 0(a), 
taking the value in G\(_F'a1g)X/U(O+ ), and 

Nora (e(a)) = Nora (/J(a)). 

4.4. If v is not a rational number, G"/Gv+ = 1 by (2). Hence we 
assume v e Q, and write as 

(9) v=m/n, n=n'p•, (m,n)=(n',p)=l. 

Let ;r be a prime of F, µ C (Fa1g)X be the group of the roots of unity 
of order prime top. Fix oner such that rn=rr-m. Then rµ is a set of 
representatives of ll(-v)/U(O+). 

For a e G, s, s' e µ, we have 

(10) a(h)_rs' modx U(O+) 

a(re:)P' = (rc')P', 

if and only if 

T=F((as)P') is the maximal tamely ramified subfield of F(as), and 

(11) 

4.5. Proposition. Let /J(a)=rs modxU(O+ ). 
( i) The following three conditions are mutually equivalent. 

a) Nora (0(a))=G. 
b) c(a)<a(a). 
c) n= p• and c: e px. 

(ii) If a does not satisfy any of a) b) c), a is induced from Nora (0(a)) 
= Gr r;;;. G,, with tame T, hence r(a) is either -1 or 0. 

4.6. Remark. In the case of i) the invariant 0(a) takes the value in 
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the G-fixed points set((P 1g)X/U(0+ )}°, which is isomorphic to px;uF(0+) 
©Zll/p] by the map rs-s©m/p•, Hence our /J(a) coincides with the 
invariant g. of Henniart [3]. 

5. 

Let J.: A(0)-+A(0)/A(0+) be the reduction homomorphism. Let E 
be a finite extension of F. We call x E (Fa1g)x to be multiplicatively generic 
over E, iff the multiplicative group <Ex, x), generated by Ex and x, satis
fies the following (0)=(0.1)+(0.2). 

(0.1) v(<EX, x))=v(E(x)X) 

(0.2) J.(<EX, x) n A(0)) 

generates the residue field J.(AE,,,i(0)) over J.(AE(0)). 
Let .,It E denote the set of all multiplicatively generic elements over E, 

and .,/{7¼ denote the subset of .,It E consisting of elements of degree n over 
E. 

5.1. For a natural number n, an integer m such that (n, m)= 1, and 
an unramified extension M over F, let E?;(M) denote the set of all monic 
polynomialsf(X)=Xn+Sa(i)Xt of degree n over Msatisfying the follow
ing (l)=(l.1)+(1.2) 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

v(a(i))+im/n'?.m 

v(a(0))-m. 

Let E?;(M)gn denote the subset of E?;(M) consisting of f(X) with the 
extra condition (1.3). 

(1.3) J.(ir-ma(0)) generates the residue field J.(AM(0)) over J.(AF(0)). 

If u=m/n, the map x- 'the minimal polynomial of x over the 
maximal unramified subfield M of F(x)' induces the natural bijection: 

(2) G\(.,lt F n ll(u))c::::_ u E?;(M)gn 

where the righthand side is the disjoint union over all finite unramified ex
tensions M over F. 

Restricting the attention to degree n part, 

( 3) G\(.,lt"], n ll(u)) c::::_E?;(F). 

If E is a finite Galois extension of F, and e = e EI F is prime to n, the 
definition (1) implies E?;(F) cE;'m(E). Hence we have a natural inclusion 

( 4) G\(.,ltJ} n ll(u))~G\(J/7;; n ll(u)). 

5.2. Since re of 4.4 is multiplicatively generic over F, together with 
(2), we have the diagram: 
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( 5) LJE':m(M)gn:::::G\.AFnlI(-v)~G\(.AFnlI(-v))/U(O+) 

1 1I 
LJE':m(M)gnJ- G\II(-v)/U(O+) 

wheref(X)=Xn+ · · · + n--mc(O)-G(X)=Xn+ · · · +n--md(O) iff c(O)= 
d(O) modx U(O+ ). 

5.3. Starting withf(X) E E':m(M)gn, let f3 be a root of f(X)=O, and 
L=F(/3). Assume a(LIF)<v and put w=,JrL1F(v)=,Jr'i1F(v). By 4.2, f3 
determines fie Ui(w/2)+ )/Uiw+ ). Let XE ix be a lift of fi, and let a 
=Ind (X, GL tG). Using (iii) 3.3, one can see that a is irreducible, and 
a(a)=v, dega=[L: F]=n[M: F]. Thus to a pair (f, X), we have associated 
an irreducible representation a of G, arriving to the situation (not quite 
but) somewhat similar to that of GL. 

What will happen if a(LIF)>v? Can we get all representation a 
with a(a)= v (or at least the ones with (sw(a), deg a)= 1) in this way? 

5.4. In view of 3.3 and 4.5, the essential case is when Nora(O(a))=G, 
i.e. n= p• and O(a) e II(-v) n .A'J,,. Since c(a)>v in this case, if we assume 
a is of degree n and is induced from some (p, L) with deg p= 1, then 
a(LIF)<v by 2.2, and (p, L) is necessarily of the form given in 5.3. 

In general (still assuming (sw(p), deg p)= 1), r(a)>O by 4.5, and a'= 
Res (a, GtG 0+) is irreducible. Since G0+ is a pro-p-group, a' is induced 
from some I-dimensional representation of some subgroup. 

Hence there exists a tamely ramified finite Galois extension E over F, 
such that aE=Res (a, GtGE) is irreducible and aE is induced from some 
1-dimensionalrepresentation. Let e=eE 1F; thenaE(aE)=ev=em/n, (em, n) 
= 1. Hence aE is induced as in 5.3, from some /3' with vE(/3')= -ev, i.e. 
/3' E .A';; n II( -v). 

This means, in the parameter space G\II( -v), if f3 e .A'J,, n II( -v) 
gives L=F(/3) with a(LIF)>v, we shall substitute f3 by [3', which is 
sufficiently near to f3 in the inclusion ( 4), is lying in .A';; n II( -v) with 
a(E(f3')1E)<ev. 

5.5. Thus, if one admit the restriction aE, all important representa
tions are obtained from multiplicatively generic elements. The restriction 
should correspond to the base change lift in GL. Since the multiplicatively 
generic elements behave very well like ( 4) at the tamely ramified base 
change, we will investigate the relation in more detail in the future. 
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